The purpose of the note is to prove a representation theoren for the generalized Meijer transform defined in [2] . In particular, we shall state and prove necessary and sufficient conditions for a function F(p) to be the generalized Meijer transform of a generalized function.
The generalized Meijer transform has been defined and studied in [2] and [3] and is given by 2p (/l,f)(p) r(1-t) < f(t), (pt)t'/2Kt,(2x/')> (I.I) where p > -I,K t, is tl,e modified Bessel function of third kind and order p, p belongs to a region of the complex plane and f belongs to the dual M, of the space Hit,. defined by and A,,() ..p I . -.((t))l,t 0,,2,... 7 being any real number and B_ t, ttDtl-tD(D ) is the Bessel differential operator. The properties of the space Mt,, and its dual have been studied in [2] . Furthermore, in [2] the transform (I.I) has bee, shown to be analytic and an inversion theore;n, in the distributional sense, has been established. We note here that if J'(t) is locally integrable on I (0, oo) and f(t)e-rvqt-l+t' is absolutely integrable on 
E=o
C e (7 is Euler's constant, Watch [5] ). Again, from [5] , the ymptotic expansions of I and I( are given by and Kt,(2V (ii) for Iptl >_ , v c, n, < , (2.) implies that which is of order e-'/it-tl2( > 0). Thus e-'/i(pt)'l:l,(2V) is absolutely integrable on 0 _< < That is, o le-',,/i(pt),,/a-tl,(2v/')ldt < c,,Ipl n'" where c, is sufficiently large depending upon It. To show that 9(t)e-"'/it -1+" is absolutely integrable, we invoke Fubini's theorem and the fact p-m-'+"F(p)dp
is finite because IPl-mF(p) < Ipl-"P,,(Ipl) < MIPI' since q > Rep + 2, -q < -(2 + e) for our choice of 0 < Relt < 1. Thus (3.2) is at let quadratically decreeing for large p along Re c in both directions.
